The California State Water Resources Control Board has established nine water resources control regions in the State. The Central Coast Region 3 comprises 7.2% (11,500 square miles (29,800 square kilometers)) of the State of California. The predominant land cover of the region is natural grassland, shrub, mixed forest, and woodlands.
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**DataDisclaimer**
- This map was produced by W. Newman and F. Watson, January 2003. Classification of land use/area.
- The processing of this image can be found in the accompanying report listed below. Streams layer is from a USGS NHD dataset. Highways is from the WATER dataset created by California Coastal Commission (1998). All other layers were developed by the Watershed Institute. This map was produced under SWRCB contract 9-618-130-3. Copyright © Watershed Institute 2003.
- This map was produced by the Watershed Institute. While the Watershed Institute... made efforts to assure its reliability at the time the information was compiled, the information is to be reliable and... classification errors. No row crop in this area. 2Includes all chaparral and other scrublands. Also includes some coastal marsh. 3 Includes mixed woodlands and forests (e.g. oak, toyon, madrone, eucalyptus), urban trees, and riparian forest (e.g. alder, cottonwood, willow, sycamore). Also includes some overlap with conifer classes. 4Predominantly conifer and woodlands and forests (e.g. oak, toyon, madrone, eucalyptus), urban trees, and riparian forest (e.g. alder, cottonwood, willow, sycamore). Also includes some overlap with conifer classes. 5Includes mainly irrigated row crops (e.g. vegetables, strawberries) or vines (e.g. grapes or berries). 6Predominantly golf turf grass areas and some very green crops such as lettuce. 7Includes structured rows of grape or other berries. 8Reflective soils include some dryland farming (see also misclassification of “Crop”), dry lakebed, dry river bed, and mining. 9Asphalt, concrete, industrial, commercial, and residential areas. 10Bodies of water (e.g. reservoirs and lakes). 11Predominantly annual grasses (grazed and un-grazed); some dune. Also includes some areas of irrigated row crop land. 12Includes recently burnt natural vegetation and grassland, iceplant, and some dryland farming areas. 13Predominantly cottonwood, willow, sycamore). Also includes some overlap with conifer classes. 14Includes some dune. 15Includes mixed water (e.g. reservoirs and lakes). 16Predominantly annual grasses (grazed and un-grazed); some dune. Also includes some areas of irrigated row crop land. 17Includes recently burnt natural vegetation and grassland, iceplant, and some dryland farming areas. 18Includes some dune. 19Includes some dune. 20Includes some dune. 21Includes some dune.